why we travel
The experiences that change how we see the world
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Into the Wild

A multiday walking safari in
a Kenyan conservation area
presents a more sustainable
model that benefits animals
and locals alike
Mara Naboisho
Conservancy,
near Maasai Mara
National Reserve
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why we travel → safari

A room at
Naboisho
Camp, in Mara
Naboisho
Conservancy

Maasai
from the
village
of Olsere
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Elephants are
among the
conservancy’s
rich wildlife

unique economy, built on the pillars of community
and wildlife, has created jobs for more than 2,000
people in the hospitality and wildlife sectors. “The
conservancies act as land banks,” says Daniel Sopia,
CEO of the Maasai Mara Wildlife Conservancies
Association, adding that the lease payments provide
guaranteed income even in bad years. “The model is
complex, but it proves to be working and could influence national policy.” Considering over-tourism has
been rampant in the Mara for years and travel dollars
don’t always wind up in the hands of the community,
scaling up a more sustainable model like this is
groundbreaking.
Compared with the safaris many well-heeled travelers have come to know, where high tea awaits at
3 p.m. and air conditioners whir above the beds, this
safari is decidedly less lavish. Which is not to say
budget. Each day, after trekking 10 miles in eight
hours, we arrive at a new camp that’s been set up by
Asilia staff employed from surrounding villages. We
remove our boots, sink into the canvas director’s
chairs, and guzzle hard-earned G&Ts. Then we wash
up with hot bucket showers and eat homemade bread,
curries, and ugali (maize-flour porridge) cooked →
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The guide clicks his fingers. After three days of walking with Mpatinga Ole
Nkuito, I know he is signaling a warning. We look up to see a bull elephant 50 feet
away, striding through the spiny grass in search of a mate. “If he smells us, we’re in
big trouble,” whispers Roelof Schutte, my other guide. It’s unmistakable, from the
secretion that trickles down the side of the bull’s head, that he’s in musth—which
means he’s aggressive and hormonal. We stop dead, shoulders pinched to our ears.
I’ve seen animals in musth before, but on foot it’s infinitely more hair-raising.
Schutte shakes his wind checker, a cylindrical brass container that releases baby
powder, to establish which way the wind is blowing. The creature can’t see us, but
one shift in the wind and he could pick up our scent. “The elephant must never
know we were here,” says Schutte.
Going unnoticed—while staying alert—is a requirement on a walking safari.
Unlike in a vehicle, you’re not just viewing the wild; you’re within it. Animals react
to you differently. Giraffes freeze, as though you’ve caught them stealing marula
fruit from the trees; topi make alarm calls to warn their clan that a potential predator is nearby. On foot, you’re a threat, not an observer. While there are moments—
like when we spy a leopard dashing from a tree—that my legs turn to jelly, there are
others when I feel exhilarated, knowing that the electric action I’m witnessing
could never be experienced from the back of a chugging four-wheel drive.
Walking safaris have become more popular in eastern and southern Africa in
recent years, but only a handful of places offer multiday tours. Conceived by tour
operator Asilia Africa and Schutte, this five-day trip through the lands of the
Maasai Mara Wildlife Conservancies Association was created to encourage travelers to experience the less trafficked areas north of Maasai Mara National Reserve,
some of which can be reached only on foot. These 15 conservancies comprise 600
square miles of private land owned by local Maasai but leased to investors like
Asilia Africa. Bordering the reserve, they allow for the expansion of the Mara ecosystem and free movement of animals. More than 14,500 landowners have leased
their property to the association so far, earning up to $5 million collectively. This
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over a fire. Later we curl up in tents and listen to whooping hyenas and roaring lions,
acutely aware that the only thing separating us from them is a thin flap of fabric.
In the mornings we wake with the birds and fuel up on coffee before beginning
our daily trek. Schutte and Ole Nkuito, a Maasai from the nomadic Ndorobo tribe,
travel through the bush as if guided by an invisible compass. Ole Nkuito, who grew
up walking this turf, moves through the endless plains with nothing more than a
water bottle, a rungu (wooden baton) tucked into his belt, and his red shukka flapping behind him. Marching at a brisk pace in the midday sun can be taxing, but we
make numerous pit stops. Sometimes we come to a screeching halt when there’s a
threat ahead of us, like when we spy a lone buffalo on the horizon, staring at us as
though we owe it money. “They aren’t afraid of anything,” says Schutte, fingering
the rifle that’s slung over his shoulder. “Rather than run, they attack as a defense.”
We stop to examine smaller things too, like dung beetles. Schutte explains how
the removal of dung eliminates a buildup of parasites, which in turn stabilizes the
ecosystem. Having grown up going to the bush, I’ve disregarded countless dung
beetles before, but observing them through this lens makes me appreciate them
anew. We also meet with local organizations like the Maa Trust, a nonprofit that
aims to boost community development. At tea one afternoon, we find women
threading necklaces for Maa Beadwork, a social initiative that generates extra
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income for Maasai women. We leave with jewelry and
beaded belts, knowing our money was well spent.
After three days tiptoeing past elephants, I’ve
come to appreciate the interconnectedness of everything in this animal kingdom. I’ve also witnessed the
results of preservation at work. Since the conservancy model began around 10 years ago, Schutte has
seen a spike in fauna. “There’s life everywhere!” he
exclaims when we dip into a valley to discover nine
species of mammals—scruffy warthogs, bleating wildebeests, elands flicking their tails—grazing side by
side. It’s thrilling evidence of the positive impact that
responsible tourism models can have on wilderness
areas. “This is a conservation movement to expand
the ecosystem and give local people value to their
land,” says Schutte. It’s also a jarring reminder of our
power within this fragile ecosystem, and that the
monumental responsibility of keeping it in balance
rests entirely upon us. mary holland
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A fly camp in
the Mara North
Conservancy

